Yorkville Capital – PSN “Top Gun”
Yorkville MLP Core Income Strategy Named a “Top Gun” by PSN Informa
NEW YORK, (March 28, 2012) – Yorkville Capital Management LLC, a leader in Master
Limited Partnership (MLP) investment strategies and research, announces its MLP Core
Income Strategy has been named a “Top Gun” by Informa Investment Solutions’ PSN separate
Account manager performance ranking for the fourth quarter of 2011. The MLP strategy has also
been credited for top performance over the same period from Barron’s and Morningstar.
This attention on the category leading performance of Yorkville’s dedicated MLP income
investment strategy comes as the portfolio managers and investors celebrate its 10th anniversary.
The strategy has delivered gross annual returns of 13.2 percent since its inception, as
compared with 2.8 percent for the S&P 500 over the same period.
Jim Hug, lead manager of Yorkville’s MLP Core Income Strategy, has himself received
recognition and awards for investment performance resulting from his MLP research and analysis
beginning in the early 1990s.
“The attention from PSN, Barron’s and Morningstar serves as a reminder of the impact that
research and focused investment management discipline has on an income-oriented portfolio,
“says Darren Schuringa, founder of Yorkville. “It also reinforces how knowledge gained through
experience can improve investment returns.”
Yorkville’s MLP Core Income Strategy is designed to meet the needs of investors looking for a
high-income vehicle that offers significant income growth and capital appreciation potential. The
strategy invests primarily in MLPs that produce high current income, much of it tax-deferred, and
that have the potential to increase their distributions over time. The net result is a tax advantaged
income stream that is naturally hedged against inflation.
About Yorkville Capital Management, LLC
Yorkville Capital Management, LLC is a Registered Investment Advisor dedicated to investing in
master limited partnerships (MLPs). Yorkville’s investment team is comprised of pioneers in
researching and investing in MLPs. The team has been successfully investing in U.S. energy
infrastructure through MLPs since the early 1990s – virtually the inception of the asset class.
Yorkville’s management team has over 60 years of combined experience in the MLP market and
is led by Mr. Darren Schuringa. To learn more, visit: www.yorkvillecapital.com.
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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